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Dave Phillips MBE

Dave pictured here with daughter Anna at the Stratford marathon April 2019, 
running with him on his 500th  marathon

Dave Phillips MBE

Dave Phillips epitomises the spirit of Marathon runner having completed his 500th marathon. 
In reaching this great achievement Kenilworth athlete Dave has raised £125,000 for the Brain and
Spine  Foundation  charity.  Massey  Ferguson  club  member  Dave has  also  run every  London
Marathon since 2002,  his efforts did not go unnoticed in the New Years Honours list and Dave
was awarded a well deserved  MBE for his services to charity. 
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Editorial
It is my pleasure to present the 266 edition of  Midland Master Athlete having taken over 
recently from Margaret Simpson, a very hard act to follow, as I quickly found out, I just hope my 
margins are wide enough for the printers barcodes this time.

We are now coming up to something like 5-6 months in virtual lock down, worryingly the 7 day 
trend line of infections in the Uk is  starting to rise again so be very careful out there.

So at this time there are only virtual races officially allowed and no open mic nights except on 
facebook and Zoom type media, yes its pretty tough out there.

But I think the the virtual races are helping keep you all fit and interested with some great times 
being logged by MMAC members. Lots of clubs are also holding their own VRs as are the major
athletic associations. The Bmaf fixture list looks pretty bare at the moment but here is the  link 
http://bmaf.org.uk/fixtures/ so you can keep an eye on developments

So what are we doing in lock down, a lady who recently joined a writing club sent me the very 
first article she has ever written. It is about the “good old days”, the way and where I used to 
live, so I thought I would include it.

So many thanks to our contributors Martin Wilkinson, Matt Long, Graham Lamb, Paula 
Williams, Marlene Byrnes. and a special well done to Dave Phillips MBE

____________________________________________

MMAC COMMITTEE 
COMMITTEE CONTACTS 2020

PRESIDENT; Sue Kneill Boxley            suekb@outlook.com 
CHAIR;  GRAHAM LAMB 07790 495 115. grahamhlamb@gmail.com 
GENERAL SECRETARY;  JILL LAMB   07779102555  jillchlamb@aol.com 

TREASURER;  MARTIN WILKINSON, MMAC <MMAC.treasurer@virginmedia.com>

MEMBERSHIP SEC.; GRAHAM LAMB  07790 495 115. grahamhlamb@gmail.com 

ASST. EDITOR;  LOUIS SATTERTHWAITE  geoemm@tiscali.co.uk  

MINUTES SECRETARY Kate Satterthwaite                II
________________________________________

MIDLAND MASTERS AC COMPETITION VESTS AVAILABLE FROM SUTTON RUNNER
The MMAC vest has been updated to include the club badge.

It is white with red vertical band bearing The club name and badge This is a must for your kit bag.
The mini-mesh vest is £14.99 (plus postage and packing)

Women’s vests to order at the same price.
Please send your order to: Sutton Runner, 268 Jockey Road, Sutton Coldfield B73 5XL

https://www.suttonrunner.com/shop/
Telephone first to confirm sizes in stock (0121-355-2901) 

Shop open: MON-SAT 9.00am – 5.30 pm

___________________________________________________

We Welcome these new members

                Ashley Baldwin Peel Road Runners          Nigel Blake Lonely Goat RC
                David James CLC Striders                        Lisa Knight Cannock & Stafford AC
                Charlotte Taylor-Green Clevedon              Derrick Wallis Midland Masters AC

Doug Williamson Rushcliffe AC
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                      LESSONS FROM ‘CAPTAIN MARVEL’ AS PAULA WILLIAMS 
       TAKES MATT LONG ON A LONG RUN ABOUT LESSONS FROM HER CAREER:

                               PAULA WILLIAMS Lifts the Inter Area Team Trophy
 

It’s just gone 5pm on Sunday 1st March as a woman sporting a white and red vest is being applauded as
she makes her way through the trackside crowd, to receive the Women’s team trophy from Irene Nicholls
at the England Area Masters Team Match at Lee Valley. Raising the trophy aloft with a grin as wide as
the ocean, one of her team mates whispers in the ear of the mens’ team manager, “She’s been a bloody
marvel  today!”.  Thus  the  nickname ‘Captain  Marvel’  is  born-  step  forward  Women’s  Captain  Paula
Williams. 
I catch up with the woman who has bagged a range of British masters titles over sprints based, jumps
and throwing events, a full five months after that unforgettable team treble triumph of a day in London
and we share a laugh. It’s rude to ask ladies their age but I start as I mean to go on by abandoning to
protocol and the Stratford upon Avon athlete responds that she is 48 years of age. This being said when
I ask her how old she perceptively ‘feels’ she enthusiastically asserts that “30-something” is where she is
at biologically rather than chronologically. Age is but a number as they say and I’m sure you have lost
count of the umpteen times you have had to say that to those who question your wisdom in competing
when so many middle aged people feel that walking the dog is about as vigorous as it gets.  Interestingly,
however, in terms of training age, unlike some of you, Paula has only ever competed seriously as a
masters athlete so she has a much lower training and indeed competition age compared to some. This
may in part explain how she is able to undertake track work, predominantly between 60m and 200m,
which has considerable alactic and lactate energy system demands at least twice and sometimes three
times a week. 
The  above  being  said,  despite  her  relatively  low  training  age,  she  works  incredibly  diligently  in
undertaking regular S and C sessions through her preferred choice of boot camps. As well as this it
should not be overlooked that mobility and flexibility work is dealt with through pilates. These sessions
are effected ordinarily three times per week. As well as utilising what could be described as active modes
of recovery in between key track sessions, Paula is keen to emphasise that at least one passive day of
recovery will occur weekly and this will be strictly adhered to following a day of competition. This being
said she will deviate from the rigidity of a set training schedule and take more rest if perception tells her
to, wisely advising that, “I’m led by my body too”. 
Whilst  acknowledging her considerable natural  ability,  the key to understanding Paula’s  considerable
success as a run, jump and thrower is to appreciate how she is constantly returning to the base of the
pyramid  of  long  term athlete  development  by  working  on  foundational  and  fundamental  movement
patterns. She tells for instance that, “I love doing other sports as well as track and field. It’s great to mix it
up.  I’m currently  doing  tennis  weekly”.  Tennis  has considerable  benefits  for  all  three of  our  energy
systems of course. Matches can last several hours which will facilitate aerobic development; baseline
rallies can be intense and begin to tap in to the lactate energy system as balls are chased around the
court, and anyone who leads towards the serve and volley style who rushes the net will need a well-
developed alactic (stop-start) energy system.
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Paula, who is now guided by Paul Bearman after being supported by Anthony Humphreys, continues
that, “Before lock down I was playing netball weekly as I’m a netball coach. I’ve played netball since I
was 9. I was always active with Netball, school track and field, rounders and tennis – anything really”.  I
press her on the netball in sensing this has become a lifetime’s passion. She admits, “I played at school,
club, county and regional level. I have played for Bedfordshire, Wiltshire and Warwickshire as an adult.
My club in Warwickshire (Leamington) had a national presence. I played until I became a masters athlete
in 2013. I then ran them side by side for a couple of years until I realised I might burn myself out! Then I
dropped playing netball”. There’s a number of things to unpick here in that firstly, whilst having a low
training age in track and field terms (5 years), Paula has a solid training age and competition age in the
sport  of  netball.  As  well  as  her  love  of  tennis,  the  agility,  balance  and co-ordination  she  will  have
habituated as a youngster is being returned to in her weekly forays back on to the court.  In addition, the
fact that she is a coach, like some of you will be, gives her the cognitive ability to understand how the
overload of  her system through track and field,  boot  camp, pilates,  tennis and netball  must be kept
progressive or she will break down with injury. 
When pressed on how she discovered track and field later in life, she laughs that, “I got involved back in
capsule high grade tear. I was really cross but knew I had to adapt my training.  I was sticking to throws
for and hobbling down the track. I’m very stubborn but I managed to stay away from long and triple jump
– reluctantly. I then changed my footwear and got back into running”. As well as the lesson about rest
and adaptation in the face of injury Paula’s working on her feet most of the day in a PE department
forces us to reflect on how our day jobs affect our athletic performance as masters athletes. A job which
requires one to be on one’s feet all day may have neuromuscular benefits compared to a more sedentary
office job but can be a nightmare when injury rears its ugly head.  
We wrap up our chat in recalling Paula’s most cherished moment in athletics which was gaining the W45
British record (38m65cm) in javelin whilst taking World Masters bronze in Malaga in September 2018. I
ask her to crystal ball gaze in terms of what’s on her bucket list for the future and with enthusiasm she
responds that, “I’d like to throw the javelin over 40m before I have to drop to drop down in weight. Apart
from that just to continue enjoying track and field for as long as possible because it makes me insanely
happy!”
As I bid farewell as team manager I’m licking my lips in anticipation of Paula’s continued exploits for us,
but as when I put on my coaching hat, I can’t help but feel that the real value of her contribution in terms
of what she can offer you as a runner, jumper or thrower cannot be measured in fractions of a second or
indeed in metres.  

Questions for self-reflection. 

1. How do I assess my biological age compared with my chronological age? 

2. How might my training age impact on the work load in which I am able to undertake?

3. How does my competition age either enhance or diminish my performance capabilities?  

4. What role does S and C play in my training programme?

5. Like Paula, how do I work on mobility and flexibility given my Masters status? 

6. Why is it important I consider active modes of recovery in my training? 

7. When might passive recovery help my training? 

8. What can I learn from Paula’s multi-sports ethos? 

9. Why is important that I periodically return to the ABC’s (agility, balance and co-ordination) of my 
athletic development? 

10. In what ways do I adapt my training in light of my day job? 

11. How have I learned, like Paula, from the injuries I have incurred in the sport?

Matt Long has authored more than 250 coaching articles for a range of national magazines. He is
a former winner of the British Milers’  Club Horwill  Award for  Coach Education Research.  He
welcomes contact for coaching guidance at mattlongcoach@gmail.com
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MMAC Newsletter Archive – Compiled by Martin Wilkinson

As we approach 50th anniversary of MMAC in 2021 it is a good time to look back at our newsletter archive to
reflect on the history of the club.  The newsletter archive is available to members on the MMAC website 1. For this
edition we are exploring the years 1974 to 1977.  The club was called MVAC or Midland Veterans. 

In  1974  the  club  reaches  the  100  member  milestone  and  entry  to  the  Midland  Masters  AC  marathon
championship in Rugby is 50p.  The MVAC  vest or “t-shirt” is ordered with the new proposed design but the first
batch is rejected “it was of inferior in quality and the sizes of small, medium and large, must have been designed
for pygmies (and skinny ones at that)”.  Unfortunately the prototype design is not in the newsletter archive.    The
World Veteran 10,000 metre championship takes place in May with L O’Hara coming second overall and first for
England in a time of 38:15. With 390 finishers the race was notable because “many competitors went off course”.
Club subscription is now 50p which equates to about £5 in todays money. 

The Midland Veterans Track and Field Championship due to take place in Leamington in 1975 runs into trouble
with only 14 athletes willing to take part. It is therefore cancelled.  The club is now trying to increase the number
of volunteers with events and sends out a proforma for members to complete and return of which 28 replies were
receives  “those indicating their inability to offer their services were also appreciated”.   Ron Bentley of Tipton
Harriers wins his third consecutive Midland Vets Marathon Championship in 02:35:00.  Stan Willets, of Sutton
Coldfield, volunteers himself to compile a list of best MVAC performances. Meanwhile, the National Veterans
Association (later to become BMAF) is being discussed with a proposed constitution; George Phipps, MVAC chair
being one of the main protagonists.  The inaugural meeting takes place in July at Saffron Lane Sports Centre,
Leicester.  

Figure 1: MVAC Marathon Championship Rugby 1975

                                               Well placed in the Perfect Distance Athlete Kevin Pye 
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It is now 1976 and the club in its fifth year and membership is now 194.  The National Vets
Cross Country Championships take place at Parliament Hill Fields, entrance is 40p to compete.
“Congratulations to Dick Cooper, Worcester, third in the 1A group, Colin Simpson first in 1B
group (second successive year and the Tipton Harriers team Eric Austin 5 th, Ron Bentley 24th

and Darryl McWhirter 43rd attaining 3rd place.”   Jack Selby, MVAC secretary was injured, having
been knocked down by a car whilst running and after 12 months off work finally returns to work.
Reluctantly  he  resigns  as  secretary  “on  doctors’  orders”  as  the  strain  of  his  work  duties
combined with various athletic undertakings is impeding his recovery. Jack was “one of the chief
instigators forming our club and for his efforts we are truly grateful”  The club is now looking for
a new secretary.  The year is marked by two important events the inaugural World Veteran 10k
road race in Rugby with  R Fowler (V40) taking first  place in 30:16 and our very own Colin
Simpson coming 3rd in the V45 group in a respectable 32:46.  The other major event was the IX
World Veterans Marathon which took place in Coventry on 15 th August 1976.  E.Austin of Tipton
takes first place in 02:20:50.8. and England takes the trophy – hooray!  The year finishes with a
new  MVAC  secretary,  Ken  Westley  of  Stourbridge  and  club  membership  reaching  and
surpassing 200 members.  
Figure 2: Team Results. World Vets Marathon, Coventry, 197

The Perfect Distance Winner Russ Parkin. 
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THE PERFECT DISTANCE VIRTUAL TTs

Held on 26th July and 1st August, these 1k and 2k time trials were deliberately staged to celebrate the
exact 40th anniversaries of Steve Ovett’s Moscow Olympic 800m win and Sebastian Coe’s 1500m win
respectively.  

Congratulations to our top 3 age graded men and women 

    Men                                               Women. 
  Gold. Russ Parkin.                            Gold. Chris Bexton 

     Silver. Neil Sheward.                         Silver. Lindsay Dixon 
          Bronze. Ron Cattle                            Bronze. Louise Andrews 

AGE GRADED RESULTS 

                            1k Age Grade/Time 2k Age Grade/Time Overall Split/ Grade

1) 89.36 Russ Parkin 2:59.6, 86.86 6:35, 4:47.3 89.1 %
2) 86.29 Neil Sheward 3:03 85.19 6:36 4:49.5 86.98 %
3) 83.51 Ron Cattle 3:35 85.61 7:32 5:33.5 85.43 %
4) 86.98 Alex Haines 2:56.91 82.58 6:38.5 4:47.7 85.23 %
5) 84.55 Graham Moffatt 3:02 82.27 6:40 4:51 84.26 %
6) 85.25 Kevin Pye 3:13 81.49 7:12.1 5:12.5 84.03%
7) 85.36 Conrad Watson 3:05 77.98 7:12.62 5:08.81 81.54 %
8) 72.26 Chris Bexton 4:30 82.29 8:57.3 6:43.7 79.66 %
9) 79.74 Chris Lamb 2:44.9 78.35 6:09.3 4:27.1 78.12 %
10) 75.96 Graham Lamb 3:43.5 74.62 8:09 5:56.3 76.09 %
11) 72.8 Lindsay Dixon 3:42.9 76.57 7:58.4 5:50.65 75.99 %
12) 75.02 Derek Bolton 3:39.31 74.44 7:53 5:46.2 75.85 %
13) 72.7 Louise Andrews 3:43.2 76.15 8:01 5:52.1 75.68 %
14) 66.49 Ian Gower 3:59.4 71.27 7:57.4 5:58.4 70.84 %
15) 68.65 Matt Long 3:38.4 67.06 7:59 5:48.7 68.48%

                                     RESULTS BY GENDER/ AGE CATEGORY:

                                               Female 1k 2k 1500 split 

     Linsday Dixon W45 3m42, 7m58, 5m50,       Louise Andrews W45 3m43, 8m01, 5m52. 
     Christine Bexton W60 4m30, 8m57, 6m43. 

                                                  Male 1k 2k 1500 split 

       Chris Lamb M35 2m46, 6m09, 4m27,         Matt Long M45 3m38, 7m59, 5m48, 
       Alex Haines M50 2m56, 6m38, 4m47.        Graham Moffatt M50 3m02, 6m40, 4m51. 
       Russell Parkin M55 2m59, 6m35, 4m47,     Neil Sheward M55 3m03, 6m36, 4m49. 
       Conrad Watson M55 3m05, 7m12, 5m08,   Ian Gower M55 3m59, 7m57, 5m58. 
       Kevin Pye M60 3m13, 7m12, 5m12,            Derek Bolton M60 3m39, 7m53, 5m46, 
       Graham Lamb M60 3m43, 8m09, 5m56      Ron Cattle M70 3m35, 7m32, 5m33. 

Thanks to the diligent work of co-organiser Kevin Pye, we managed to raise a fine £145 for Children with
Cancer UK, Kev said:  "I elected to nominate Children with Cancer as I felt that in the current climate
charities such as this were being overlooked funding wise. Also, because of Covid, families had great
difficulty in seeing their children who were in hospital. Our contribution to this wonderful charity will go a
little way in giving something back to these deserving families".  Responding on behalf of the charity,
Community Fundraiser for the Midlands, Lizzie Goates offered: “Thank you so much for raising such a
fantastic amount for the charity. It is so greatly appreciated. As I am sure you know, at Children with
Cancer UK, we actively raise and invest money for vital specialist research to save the lives of every
child and young person with cancer and keep their family together. It’s thanks to our amazing supporters,
such as yourself,  that  we’re  able  to continue funding high quality  research that  would  otherwise go
unfunded”. 
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What do you do in Lock down 

Character Study Of Emily Angelina By Marlene Byrnes.

Emily Angelina, such a pretty name. She would have been very attractive in her prime but not so
now.  Her home was a two up two down slum in the post WW11 austerity years. Rationing was 
still on the agenda. The house backed onto a yard alongside several other such buildings. 
Inhabitants struggling to make a decent life for themselves.Not a blade of grass to be seen in 
this yard just a lonely weed poking through the blue bricked ground. Grey, everything seemed 
grey. Grey, cold, damp and covered in soot from local factories spewing out smoke and grime.

Outside toilets shared as was the “brewhouse” where Mrs Angelina did her spotless weekly 
wash on her allotted day. Steam and the smell of soapsuds filled the space. There was also a 
tub and dolly to deal with stubborn stains. Finally the clothes were put through the mangle with 
help from older kids in the yard. On the washing line Emily hung her washing with pride. The 
sheets  looking as white as snow. If it rained tough, she couldn’t say, “I’ll do it tomorrow” as it 
was her neighbours washing day.

This drudgery didn’t help her looks. I remember her as having a haunted look.Hair very thin, 
hunched shoulders and dark rings under her sad eyes. Skin and bone was her frame and she 
always seemed to be pregnant.  Her well washed but worn clothes hung limply on boney 
shoulders. She had four beautiful  looking children one after another. All with blue eyes and 
blonde hair. I expect their bonny looks came from her  and they reflected how she once shone 
brightly as a star. It was only when for a brief moment she had a minute to observe her children 
playing in the yard that her eyes lit  up and the suggestion of a smile appeared. Her humble 
ambition was to be rehoused into a new council house. Conversely  her husband was a tall, 
broad shouldered, bespectacled man with dark hair and looked well nourished.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Like most people I could see lockdown coming but didn’t understand the full impact.
Graham Lamb

It was only the week before that I had made the journey to Liverpool to see the English Schools Cross 
Country Championships, which had 3 of the athletes I coach taking part. On Monday I did a 800 metre 
time trial with the group and they were flying.

A week later the track was closed and they were big changes ahead for me in my community role, in 
roles in atheltics administration, coaching and officiating and as an athlete.

Suddenly my diary which had been full of East Staffs council meetings, my local parish council and 
hospital Governor meetings was empty. The hospital unsurprisingly didn’t want to have onsite meetings 
and soon switched to Microsoft Teams to keep us informed on progress and service issues. The council 
took longer to get going, before they started Zoom meetings and the group I was leading on looking at 
Sports development was delayed as the people we hoped to talk to were furloughed.

My role in MMAC saw us soon realising our chances of proceeding with the Road Relays inside the 
BMAF event and our Track and Field championships were too risky. So they were cancelled and the 
AGM switched to a virtual meeting. We started to embrace the virtual racing events and Martin was the 
big driver proposing a Grand Prix. Calvin suggested we used the Midlands Masters Strava group and we 
began to tidy it up removing non UK members and asking Midland Runners not in MMAC if they wanted 
to join. Those that didn’t were then removed and we have now nearly 150 members in the group. With 
over a 100 taking part in some of the 5K and 10K challenges. Recently the Prefect distance challenge 
driven by Matt and Kevin was another virtual event we offered.

I am also chairman of the Midlands Vets league and we had the decisions to make on league matches, 
we cancelled the first two months and hoped we may have events later. However the delays to track 
openings and the return to competiton rules meant we had to cancel all the events for this season.
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Perhaps the biggest impact was in coaching and officiating, where suddenly all club, schools, open, 
league events disappeared off the calender. So from having events on 5 days a week and almost every 
weekend either coaching or officaiting there was nothing. I soon got back to coaching with Zoom 
sessions for my group twice a week on club nights where we did a core session and we spoke about 
challenges and training ideas people had. I coach mainly under 15s and with no other exercise some of 
the group started to do more running and run longer slow runs than before. When we were allowed to 
coach one athlete I started a few trials and then worked up to 10 one to one sessions a couple of times a
week on grass. Then when it was up to 5 we could coach, I went to 3 groups on club nights building up to
5 as I added an older group.  Gradually getting all my group back including the boys who hadn’t been 
keen on the zoom sessions. Then when the track opened on the 25th July we switched back to there and
of course the first session had a heavy thunderstorm!.

Their was a positive side of lockdown on coaching , having the time to take part in the England Atheltics 
coaching seminars that were held and are now available on the Atheltics hub. I have been coaching for 3
years now and was due to have my day 4 assesment for the Coach qualification on the Sunday after 
lockdown. I will now be completing this in September hopefully and I think I have certainly benefited from 
listening to experienced coaches and I have bought a lot of books!

Another positive has been as an athlete, as suddenly without other meetings or events it was easier to fit 
in runs. The virtual competiton gave me motivation and I ran my fastest 10K for 10 years. I got into a 
routine of doing core exercises daily and have tried other conditioning. Luckily I didn’t have any injuries 
and have now started track sessions. 

Sadly I missed out on running in Toronto but after some hassle got our accommodation and flight costs 
back. With only 5 months till I hit 65, it would be great if Porto goes ahead just a few days after my 
birthday. However it’s difficult to plan on anything like that definitely happening at the moment.

Today I seemed to have gone full circle as the three athletes I went to coach at the Cross Country were 
today running 800 metres at Nuneaton.  It was also great to see so many MMAC members out there 
today helping to officiate at the meeting. 

The Perfect Distance ladies winner Chris Bexton 
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MMAC 2020 Virtual Grand Prix

Over 100 members have been competing in the 2020 Virtual Grand Prix which we have been running during
lockdown.   Starting in April, members have entered both the Strava 5k and 10k challenge every month via the
Strava web pages and app.  We have formed an MMAC club site on the app to allow virtual competition
between  members  and  all  results  are  being  age  graded.  All  competitors  have  run  within  current  social
distance rules over a course of their choice at on a treadmill, the streets, park or track.  

Times have been impressive and we now have some clear leaders on the leader board although competition
is heating up for the winning places. Tracy Hinxman (F45) currently leading followed by Mark Couldwell (M45)
then Matt  Blunden (M40).     August  will  be the  final  month  of  the virtual  grand prix,  prizes  awarded in
September with a prize for the first 5 places. In addition there are  two  “competitor” prizes awarded whoever
finishes in one of the two random positions drawn out of a virtual hat.  So, it is not too late to enter and all
have a reasonable chance of getting a prize. 

The leader board top 50 are published below. A total of 109 members have completed one or more virtual
race.   For the full results please see the MMAC Facebook Page or email me for a copy.  Thanks to the small
Grand Prix committee who have helped decide the rules and compile the results.
 

Martin Wilkinson (MMAC Treasurer)

     April 5k   April 10k  
Grand 
Prix

Grand 
Prix

SURNAME FIRSTNAME Sex AGE Result Performance Points Result2 Performance2 Points2 Total Position
Cauldwell Marc M 45 00:16:25 86.6% 96 00:33:50 85.2% 99 195 1
Blunden Matthew M 40 00:15:35 88.0% 98 00:33:40 83.0% 96 194 2
Hinxman Tracy F 45 00:17:40 90.6% 99 00:40:50 81.1% 94 193 3
Evans Jane F 40 00:18:05 84.9% 93 00:38:20 82.6% 95 188 4
Davies Sian F 65 00:22:30 92.5% 100 00:53:20 76.1% 85 185 5
Watson Conrad M 65 00:19:50 84.0% 90 00:43:40 78.7% 90 180 6
Woodwood Tony M 35 00:15:40 85.1% 94 00:36:00 75.2% 83 177 7
Salt Ian M 40 00:16:15 84.4% 92 00:36:40 75.6% 84 176 8
Savill Peter M 65 00:20:45 80.6% 83 00:42:40 80.6% 93 176 9
Green Andy M 55 00:19:25 81.6% 85 00:35:40 78.3% 89 174 10
Lewis David M 50 00:18:40 80.3% 81 00:39:10 78.0% 88 169 11
Morley Michael M 55 00:19:30 78.6% 76 00:39:20 79.7% 92 168 12
Elllis Oz M 35 00:16:40 80.0% 80 00:35:00 77.3% 86 166 13
Lowe Gareth M 45 00:18:35 77.6% 73 00:37:10 78.8% 91 164 14
Powell Mark M 40 00:16:45 82.4% 88 00:39:40 70.4% 76 164 15
Morrison Chris M 60 00:21:05 78.3% 75 00:43:40 78.0% 87 162 16
Tilley Jason M 45 00:17:40 82.3% 87 00:42:50 69.0% 71 158 17
Scoltock Calvin M 50 00:18:55 78.0% 74 00:40:00 75.1% 82 156 18
Warrington Caroline F 40 00:19:05 80.5% 82 00:46:10 68.5% 68 150 19
Aspley-Davis Martin M 40 00:21:20 65.2% 47 00:45:20 97.0% 100 147 20
Smith Tina F 70 00:27:45 73.4% 65 01:02:00 74.8% 81 146 21
Williams Jason M 45 00:17:55 79.3% 77 00:42:00 68.6% 69 146 22
Lamb Graham M 60 00:22:20 73.9% 66 00:48:00 70.9% 77 143 23
Stevens-Meany Ellie F 35 00:19:25 76.5% 70 00:43:50 69.7% 73 143 24
Sanderson John M 40 00:18:35 74.3% 67 00:39:50 70.1% 74 141 25
Makin Martin M 45 00:19:55 71.4% 61 00:40:00 72.1% 79 140 26
Gower Ian M 55 00:21:30 71.3% 60 00:44:00 71.3% 78 138 27
Watson Kristian M 35 00:16:45 79.6% 78 00:44:00 61.5% 57 135 28
Doran Tim M 40 00:19:40 70.2% 58 00:39:50 70.1% 75 133 29
Wright Peter M 55 00:19:20 81.9% 86 01:00:10 54.0% 46 132 30
Bolton Derek M 60 00:22:00 72.6% 63 00:48:50 67.2% 67 130 31
Wilson John M 45 00:19:10 75.2% 68 00:46:30 63.0% 62 130 32
Clayton Tim M 55 00:23:30 66.3% 49 00:43:20 73.7% 80 129 33
Clarke Simon M 45 00:19:55 71.4% 62 00:43:20 66.5% 65 127 34
Ludford Martin M 60 00:22:10 73.2% 64 00:51:40 64.7% 63 127 35
Jones Paul V M 50 00:19:20 76.3% 69 00:50:10 59.9% 55 124 36
Potter Chris M 60 00:23:55 67.9% 54 00:48:30 68.9% 70 124 37
Hulme Lorna F 35 00:22:05 67.5% 52 00:46:00 66.6% 66 118 38
Bratt Natalie F 35 00:22:25 66.7% 50 00:47:10 65.2% 64 114 39
Edwards Robert M 50 00:22:05 66.8% 51 00:48:30 61.9% 59 110 40
Wilkinson Martin M 60 00:24:55 64.6% 44 00:52:40 62.9% 61 105 41
Hunter Ian M 40 00:22:10 63.2% 41 00:45:30 62.4% 60 101 42
Coote Peter M 65 00:26:15 63.4% 42 00:56:10 61.2% 56 98 43
Spencer David M 60 00:25:25 62.8% 40 00:53:10 61.7% 58 98 44
Kinsgbury Mick M50     00:36:30 85.2% 98 98 45
Higginbottom Jim M 35    00:32:20 84.1% 97 97 46
Millward Steve M 40 00:15:45 87.0% 97    97 47
Oxland David M 65 00:19:25 85.8% 95    95 48
Leek Steve M 40 00:21:30 65.6% 48 00:53:00 54.0% 45 93 49
Hawley Emma F 40 00:23:55 64.7% 45 00:58:20 54.7% 47 92 50
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